
Meet the New(ish) Librarians 

InULA is an organization focused on the librarian not the library, the person not the job. In the 
interest of getting to know each other better as people, InULA Notes imposed on several 
new(ish) librarians to share some of their personal history and interests. Read on to learn about 
Shannon Johnson (IPFW), Kate More (IUS), and Summer Tritt (IPFW). 

 
 

Shannon Johnson, Reference & Information Services Librarian, IPFW 

Where did you go to library school?    IUPUI 
What are you reading? What is at home by your bedside or comfy chair?   Mercedes 
Lackey's Elemental Master's series, specifically the last, Reserved for the Cat. Knitting, a jigsaw 
puzzle, and a couple Star Trek guides 
Is there any professional literature that has recently caught your interest?   If it counts, 
there's been some really lively discussions on the chemlit listserv that's been holding my 
attention for a while, questions about electronic vs print, individual vs. aggregator 
subscriptions.... 
What music are you listening to?    Folk Alley webstream out of Kent State 
What is the last movie you saw? Was it in a theater or on DVD?    Avatar in the theatre and 
Dune on DVD 
Hobbies? Obsessions? Interests?   Dangerous question. I dabble and have very wide interests. I 
sew, knit, spin yarn, read, garden, bake, do puzzles and home repairs, work with the Girl 
Scouts...and write fanfiction. Way too much fan fiction... 

 
 

Kate More, Coordinator of Electronic Resources, IUS 

Where did you go to library school?    Indiana University, Bloomington 
What are you reading? What is at home by your bedside or comfy chair?   Night Watch by 
Sergei Lukyanenko & The Picture of Dorian Gray by Oscar Wilde 
Is there any professional literature that has recently caught your interest?   I'm currently 
looking into business & economics literature on pricing models and transparency 
What website or listserv have you found most useful recently?   I'm constantly using google 
docs, as I'm always changing computers, from my office to the reference desk, to my house. 
With google docs, I don't have to worry about having 17 copies of the same thing, each with its 
own additions and subtractions, which is a definite bonus... 
What music are you listening to?    DeVotchka's How It Ends 
What is the last movie you saw? Was it in a theater or on DVD?    Zombieland at home. Even 
though it's funny, I still had nightmares 
Hobbies? Obsessions? Interests?   Knitting, sewing, traveling, and finding good deals at thrift 
stores 



 
 

Summer Tritt, Reference & Information Services Librarian, IPFW 

Where did you go to library school?    Indiana University, Bloomington 
What are you reading? What is at home by your bedside or comfy chair?   Training your 
Dachshund by Amy Fernandez. (I have a very strong willed puppy) 
Is there any professional literature that has recently caught your interest?   “Improving the 
Student Experience – How Can the Library Help,” by Jean Sykes 
What website or listserv have you found most useful recently?   I read postings on H-Net 
Africa quite regularly 
What music are you listening to?    Mumford and Sons 
What is the last movie you saw? Was it in a theater or on DVD?    Up in the Air in the theater 
Hobbies? Obsessions? Interests?   traveling, digital photography, dachshunds, and cooking 

 
 
 

Are you new or do you know a new librarian that we should contact? Let us know! Send an e-
mail to Summer Tritt, tritts@ipfw.edu. 
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